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The Broadcasting and Film industry can be two worlds apart, but can also benefit from each other. In this chapter, 

experiences from France, China, Malaysia and Denmark will showcase different options, and list results from a highly 

integrated Film and Television industry. How can Broadcasters help the Film industry without compromising marked 

demands? The French example highlights various tools used by regulators to enhance the financing of French cinema. 

Broadcasters' involvement in the film industry through financing, promoting, education and broadcasting is extremely 

effective in sustaining a dynamic and popular national film production.This involvement sometimes needs to be a part 

of a national political film policy. Imposing regulations on broadcasters is common in most countries, but regulations 

are best implemented by keeping the market dynamic in motion. 
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Why the regulation of the French audio-visual system? 

Mr Eric Soulier 
Regional Audio-visual Attache, French Embassy, Singapore 

In Europe, even if television broadcasters differ in their modes of management, control 

and financing systems, they all have one common point: the fact of coming into 

existence with a close connection to the State. Since the beginning of the 1980s, 

European television is also characterised by two developments: the growing resort to 

private financing (increase in private channels and advertising on private and public 

channels), as well as the growth of channels and types of broadcasting (cable, satellite, 

IP TV and 3G). Faced with such changes, regulation became increasingly necessary. 

On top of being required to organise this expansion of channels and programmes, it 

also appeared important for French legislators to adopt measures enabling the 

audio-visual sector to preserve cultural diversity and support the national and 

European audio-visual and cinematographic industry. 

In 1982, the High Authority of Audio-visual Communication was therefore created, 

followed by the National Commission of Communication and Freedoms (CNCL) in 1986 

which was transformed into CSA in 1989 (the Higher Council for Audio-visual).The CSA 

is an independent audio-visual authority with nine members: three members chosen 

by the President of the Republic, three by the President of the French National 

Assembly, and three by the President of the Senate. Each member is appointed for 6 

years and the mandate is non-renewable. 

Three keywords summarise the mission of the CSA: Authorise, Control and Sanction. In 

order to preserve cultural diversity, the CSA is equipped with a series of tools, which 

impose obligations on TV channels regarding the production and broadcast of pro-

grammes.The audio-visual law of 1986 hence imposes on TV channels quotas of broad

cast and investment in the production of audio-visual, European cinematographic or 

original French expression works. 
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The Definition of Audio-visual and Cinematographic works 

1. Cinematographic work: 

Includes works which obtained a visa of exploitation except for documentaries; 
works which were first broadcast in France on television; foreign works which 
did not obtain this visa but which were commercially exploited in their 
countries of origin. 

2. Cinematographic and audio-visual works of original French expression: 
Includes works carried out completely or mostly in the original French language 
version or a regional language of use in France. 

3. Audio-visual works (Television): 
Includes programmes of the fol lowing kinds: full- length feature films; news 
programmes; entertainment shows; game shows; programmes other than 
fiction mainly made on stage; sports repeat telecasts; advertisements; 
self-promotion;TV shopping;Teletext services. 

It should be noted that, for works produced or co-produced by a France-based 
producer and for which financial support from the State for cinematographic and 
audio-visual industries' programmes is required, the qualifications of European 
and original French expression works are awarded by the Higher Council for 
Audio-visual after getting the recommendation from the Chairman of the National 
Centre for Cinematography (CNC). 

Quotas of Broadcast 

French channels have to follow several quota rules. For cinematographic work, 60% 
should be of European origin.Out of this 60%,a minimum of 40% should be in original 
French expression. The same quota applies to audio-visual works. These proportions 
must be reached on the whole of the broadcasting as well as at peak periods (or "the 
timeslot of significant listening"). 

For cable and satellite channels as well as future Digital Terrestrial TV (DTTV) channels, 
the thresholds of audio-visual works broadcast, which are above mentioned, can be 
reached in several years according to a rise in load. Moreover, the cable and satellite 
channels have the possibility of seeing their broadcasting quotas lowered by engagement 
in the production of new independent original French expression works, without putting 
into question the threshold of broadcasting of a minimum 50% of European work 
(a minimum fixed by the directive of "European Television without borders"). 

Furthermore, for the broadcasting of cinematographic works, an annual quantum as 
well as a grid of broadcast is imposed on all the broadcasters.The channels whose 
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principal object is not the programming of cinematographic works cannot show more 
than 192 films of long duration each year and the number of films shown in full or part 
between 8.30pm and 10.30pm cannot exceed 144 per year. 

Each year, the cinema and pay-TV channels by sessions cannot show more than 500 
long films and the number of broadcasts of these films in cinemas cannot exceed seven 
for each three-week period. An eighth broadcast is possible on the condition that there 
is subtitling specifically for the deaf and hearing-impaired. 

The days and schedules disallowed for cinematographic programming are,for non- cinema 
services, full days on Saturdays and Sundays before 8.30pm as well as Wednesday and 
Friday evenings (except for art-house films which can be shown after 10.30pm). 
Concerning cinema services, no films can be shown on Fridays from 6 to 9pm, Saturdays 
from 6 to 11pm, and Sundays from 1 to 6pm. Moreover for first broadcasts, cinema 
services cannot show any films on Wednesday from 1 to 9 pm (traditionally in French 
cinemas, films open on Wednesday). 

Lastly, a timeframe must be respected between the release of a movie in France and the 
first televised broadcast.The duration of this timeframe is contractual but an agreement can 
be reached concerning the decision between broadcasters and cinema organisations, 
as is currently the case.The timeframe is 12 months for cinema channels, 24 months for 
non-cinema channels and co-producers and 36 months for other channels. 

The obligations of channels in terms of production 

Whatever their medium (terrestrial, cable or satellite), all channels whose principal aim 
is not the broadcast of cinematographic work and which broadcast at least 52 
cinematographic works of long duration per annum must invest a minimum of 3.2% 
of their net sales turnover of the previous year in European films. 2.5% of the sales 
turnover must be devoted to original French expression films. 

On its side, Canal+ must invest 20% of its total annual resources of the current year in 
the acquisition of films, including 12% in European films and 9% in films of original 
French expression. Moreover, it must invest 4.5% of its net sales turnover of the 
preceding year in the production of European audio-visual works or of French original 
expression and it must also respect a clause of diversity which consists in reserving a 
share of its investment for films with small budgets (for 2003 and 2004, they constitute 
films whose estimated budget is equal to or lower than €5.34 million). 

For cable and satellite channels and future DTTV channels, since 2003, the general rule 
applies with some flexibility: possibility of rise in load over several years, possibility of 
including half of the amount spent within the limit of 3% of the sales turnover of the 
channel, their investment in programmes which are not qualified as work, relaxation of 
the obligation of 120 hours of broadcast according to the level of sales turnover. 
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For example, the main French television channels participate in the following way in the 
financing of audio-visual production and cinema: 

• TF1 and France 5 have chosen the basic mode which consists in investing 16% of their 
minimum net sales turnover of the previous year in the production of original French 
expression audio-visual works (and to broadcast 120 hours of never shown before 
European or original French expression works beginning between 8 and 9pm which 
does not concern France 5 because of its special schedules for broadcasting). 
In 2003, TF1 has thus devoted 16.3% of its audio-visual sales turnover to acquire 
audio-v isual p roduc t ions amoun t i ng to €219.46 mi l l ion and 3.2% for 
cinematographic work €43.6 million (23 films). 

• France 2, France 3 and M6 have adopted a derogatory mode which consists of 
making the 120-hour rule more flexible and on the other hand investing more in 
audio-visual production (18% for France 2 and 18.5% for France 3, with no exception 
that the investment in original French expression works being lower than 16%; for 
M6, it invests 18% of its sales turnover of the preceding year in European works and 
13.5% in original French expression works). 
In 2003, France 2 devoted 18.75% of its audio-visual sales turnover to acquire 
original French expression work amounting to €170.6 million and for cinema 
amounting to 3.28% or €29.8 million (31 films). 

• For Canal+, whose investment in cinematographic work is high because of its role as 
a movie channel, it perfectly respected its obligations in 2003 with an investment of 
5.02% (above the stipulated minimum of 4.5%) of the total sales turnover of the 
preceding year in European work or of French expression and an acquisition of 
European and French expression films amounting to 20.5% of its sales turnover 
including 76 works estimated at less than €5.34 million (clause of diversity), that is a total 
of €62 million. 

Conclusion 

If the television/cinema bond is a French characteristic, it remains one of the most 
important elements of the French system. Here television plays a paramount role in its 
traditional field of broadcasting through the quotas of broadcast, but at the same time 
also in the field of production with its obligation to take part in the financing of 
cinematographic work. The financial contribution of television to the financing of 
French cinema represents on average more than 50% of the budget of intervention of 
the CNC (approx.€200 to 250 mi l l ion per annum), f rom which we can see the 
importance of the link between television and cinema. 
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Overview of the Film Industry in China 
with some Insights on the Cooperation with TV 

Mr Luan Guozhi 
Director of International Cooperation, Film Bureau, State Administration of Radio, Film and TV 

My presentation consists of two parts.The first part is a brief introduction to the recent 
development of the film industry in China, and the second part is about government 
policies for the development of the national film industry, including information on the 
links between TV and cinema. 

A Brief Introduction to the China Film Industry 

Since the birth of the first Chinese film "Ding Jun Shan Mountain" in Beijing in 1905, 
Chinese cinema has travelled a century-long path of glory. Along with the century-long 
development,Chinese cinema has evolved from its very beginning to today's complete 
industry engaged in all aspects of production, distribution and exhibition. By now, 
China boasts over 100 film production companies among which 36 are state-owned 
film studios,and the rest are private companies. Furthermore, the Chinese government 
has permitted foreign investment in film production in a share-holding fashion. This 
has created a new landscape of film production, in which state, private and foreign sec
tors are able to co-finance film production. In such a booming environment, the year 
2004 saw a total production of 212 feature films which is the highest number in histo
ry. There are some among the 212 films, such as "House of Flying Daggers""A World 
without a Thief" and "Kung Fu Hustle" which have achieved great success in domestic 
and overseas markets. Due to the government policy of allowing financial involvement 
from different sources, there have been a great number of well-equipped cinema 
multiplexes built across the country. Up till now there are altogether over 3,000 theatres 
all over the country, among which over 1,300 (containing 2,800 screens) are modern 
multiplexes belonging to 37 cinema chains. In the rural areas of China, there are now 
over 30 thousand mobile projecting teams.The box office income of 2004 amounted to 
RMB 1.5 billion (approx €150 million) among which Chinese films constitute 55%. In 
addition to this, CCTV-6, which is the national movie channel, reaches a population of 
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750 million.This channel shows nine films daily. 2004 witnessed an overseas box office 
of RMB 1.1 billion (approx€108 million) generated from Chinese films and RMB 1 billion 
(approx €100 million) from TV broadcasting. Chinese films garnered 21 awards from 
different international film festivals last year. Digital technology has now been 
introduced in film production and projection. Beijing and Shanghai have become key 
bases for digital film production. By now, over 160 digital cinema houses have been 
built and the box office income from these cinema houses last year reached RMB 40 
million (approx €4 million). 

However, the industrialisation of film in China is still in its preliminary stage. We are now 
still facing two problems, one of which is the small scale of the film market.That is, the 
number of cinemas is small.The facilities in the cinemas are outdated and the environment 
is uncomfortable.The other problem is that piracy of audio and visual products has not 
been effectively stemmed.The film market needs to be further regulated.The Chinese 
government has realised the seriousness of the problems and has taken some measures 
to solve them. It is certain that there is great potential to tap and the future of the 
Chinese film industry is bright and promising 

Government policy for Film Industry 

As the authorities of film administration in China, the State Administration of Radio, 
Film and TV (SARFT) attaches great importance to the development of the national film 
industry, and has taken some effective measures to support the production of national 
films, as well as encourage international cooperation.The measures are: 

1 . To make preferential policies 
The Central Government of China first issued the Regulations of Film 
Administration in 1996, with some revisions made in 2001. This is the basic 
rule designed to guide the development of Chinese film. SARFT has in recent 
years issued many other important guidelines and rules such as Proposals on 
Accelerating the Growth of Film Industry; Outlines for Cinema Dig i t isat ion; 
Provision Regulations Regarding Film Enterprise Licensing; Provision 
Regulations Regarding Foreign Investment in Theatres; and Regulations 
Regarding Administration of Chinese-Foreign Film Co-production.These rules 
and guidelines set the direction and goal for the development of the national 
film industry, and ensured a set of measures to achieve prosperity and 
growth of Chinese cinema. 

2. To establish the national film development funds 
In order to ensure more financial support for the development of the national 
fi lm industry, the Chinese Government has established a special fund for 
the national fi lm industry which is called the National Film Development 
Fund (NFDF).The money comes from two sources. One is from the cinemas. 
All the cinemas in cities are required to give 5% of their box-office income to 
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NFDF.This part of the fund was set up in 1991, since then the money from the 
cinemas has been increasing year by year. In 2004, the total money from the 
cinemas was RMB 56 million (approx€5.58 million).The second source is from 
television. Both CCTV, the national broadcaster, and all the provincial TV 
stations are required to give 3% of the net income of their advertisements to 
NFDF.This part of the fund was set up in 1996, since then the money from 
CCTV increased from RMB 30 million (approx €3.1 million) a year in the 
beginning to RMB 90 million (approx €9.2 million) in 2004.The National Film 
Development Fund is mainly used to finance the production of excellent 
national films including features, documentaries and films for children, and 
the films for farmers, to finance the construction of modern cinemas. The 
NFDF has been playing a very important role in the development of the 
Chinese national film industry. 

3. To establish Movie Channels 
Since the establishment of CCTV-6, China's national movie channel, in 1995, 
four regional movie channels have been set up since 2004 in Shanghai, Xi'an, 
Changchun and Chengdu. Apart from broadcasting, for example CCTV-6 
shows 9 films a day, these movie channels also invest in film production. Every 
year CCTV-6 invests in about 20 feature films and over 100 telefilms. The 
movie channels provide support to the film production companies by paying 
for the TV rights of the films. CCTV-6 now covers a population of 750 million 
in China and its income from advertisement is over USD 100 million (approx 
€83 million) a year.The total money it paid to the film production companies 
for the TV rights of the films was about USD 30 million (approx €25 million) 
last year. The movie channels are playing a very important role in the 
development of the film industry in China. 

4. To develop the award for outstanding national films 
Hua Biao (the paired ceremonial columns in Tian An Men Square) Award is the 
Government Award for outstanding national films. It is also the highest 
award. Apart from the plaque and certificate, the winners are also awarded a 
bonus. For the outstanding films, each is awarded about RMB 1 million 
(approx €108,000). 

5. To strengthen national policies for international cooperation 
The Chinese government attaches great importance to international 
exchange and cooperation in film and has constantly implemented some 
preferential policies to encourage and support film cooperation between 
China and other countries in the world. The Chinese government encourages 
Chinese film enterprises to be engaged in film co-production with overseas 
partners through various ways of co-financing, mutual assistance or mutual trust 
inside or outside of China. Films that are co-financed, jointly produced and 
revenue-sharing films enjoy all the rights of Chinese national films. 
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The Chinese government allows domestic film production companies to 
establish joint ventures or collaborations in connection with film production 
with overseas companies, provided that the overseas proportion of 
registered capital for such ventures shall be no more than 49%. 
The Chinese government allows domestic film enterprises to establish joint 
ventures or co-operations in connection with cinema technology with 
overseas companies, involved in the renovation of cinema infrastructure and 
technical facilities, provided that the overseas proportion of registered capital 
for such ventures shall be no more than 49%; but those regions approved by the 
government are able to allow overseas holdings a majority. 
The Chinese government allows overseas companies or individuals, in the 
principle of equality and mutual benefit, with approval by the Chinese 
government, to establish joint ventures or collaborations in connection with 
cinema construction or renovation and film screening with Chinese domestic 
companies and enterprises, provided that the Chinese proportion of 
registered capital for such ventures shall be no less than 51%. 

The development of the China film industry cannot achieve great success without 
international cooperation. So I would like to express here that China welcomes all the 
film professionals and entrepreneurs from different countries to China, to be involved 
in various kinds of cooperation with their Chinese partners.The Chinese government 
will continue to provide support and excellent service to them. I believe that with the 
further implementation of the policies of film industrialisation, there will be greater 
development of the international exchange and cooperation between China and other 
countries, and this predicts an even brighter future of the China film industry and a 
greater contribution of China to world cinema. 
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Dynamic Relation between TV and the Film Industry: 
To what extent can funding from TV be used to support cinema production 

and co-productions with other countries? 

Mr Chairil Anwar 
Vice President (Content), MiTV Corp Sdn Bhd, Malaysia 

In 2003, the worldwide film industry was worth RM304 billion (USD 80 billion or approx 
€66 billion) and it has grown by 6.3% a year. In 2007, it is forecast that consumers will 
spend RM389 bill ion (USD103 bil l ion or approx €85 billion) watching films in the 
cinema, and on video. 

This paper's perspective is limited in scope. My primary viewpoint is that of a Malaysian 
Television network acquiring content, a wholly commercial endeavour that at times 
seems to be at odds with the promotion and development of the local (Malaysian) 
content industry. Why do I say this? 

The truth is that the commercial reality of content cost versus potential revenue is the 
underlying principle of acquisition for all commercial TV stations and networks. In 
other words, the bottom line! 

For example, in today's market, it is feasible to pay between USD 250 (approx €206) to 
USD 1,000 (approx €823) per hour for an episode of the extremely popular (and therefore 
highly lucrative) "Telenovellas" This is a fraction of the cost of a Malaysian (and in particular 
Malay) equivalent. Without the broad market for amortisation, this scenario will persist 
for Malaysian content indefinitely. 

Pricing disparities are large and they are further exacerbated by the perceived quality 
(or lack thereof) of Malaysian programming and films. The opportunity cost of supporting 
local content has a direct negative impact on potential revenue streams. This is especially 
true for the free-to-air TV stations that purely rely on advertising dollars. Airtime is a 
limited commodity and as such is scheduled to maximise revenues. 

fill 
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In the United Kingdom, the British Broadcasting Commission and Channel Four invest 
directly in the UK film industry. This investment is in the form of commissioning, 
investment and acquisition. 
The BBC is committed to spending RM72 million (€15 million) on investment in and 
acquisit ion of British films (which includes European films); this translates into 
approximately 12 titles per year. 
Channel Four's Statement of Programme Policy, which forms part of its license, is 
committed to a significant investment in film; in 2002, with the closure of Film Four 
Limited, this investment was reduced from around RM216 million (€47 million) to 
around RM72 million (€15 million). 
This ini t iat ive is driven through the col laborat ion of TV licensees and the UK 
government. One must also appreciate the nature of the BBC as a predominantly 
public- funded broadcaster. 

An apple-to-apple comparison between the UK and Malaysia is wholly unfair for 
obvious reasons of market size and GDP per capita. However, it is important for 
Malaysia to appreciate and to begin the adoption of some of these forms of initiatives 
driven by the government and its regulators, imposed on its broadcasting licensees. 
France's policies for the funding of its local film industry are considered by some to be 
draconian. Broadcasters have an imposed level of investment against revenues that 
must be directly injected into French cinema. Not only are there financial stipulations 
but also scheduling policies that restrict the showing of films on free-to-air television to 
promote cinema-going. 

The feasibility for Malaysia to adopt and impose such policies today is limited and 
would be wholly premature. However there is much that can be done through indirect 
investment: 

• Ideas,Talent, and Showcase 
Broadcasters could and should intervene in three ways: by investing in talent 
and ideas; by showcasing the full range of Malaysian and international cinema 
and by using its unrivalled media presence to promote and encourage 
cinema-going in Malaysia. 

• Promoting Distinctive Content 
First and foremost, television companies should increase both the number of 
films they support and their level of investment in those films. These broadcasters 
should also review the acquisition prices it pays for Malaysian films. 
There is an opportunity for the broadcast companies to develop popular yet 
distinctive local films, which could be scheduled during prime time to replace 
Hollywood "blockbusters" 
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• Ensuring Access 
Broadcast companies must participate more fully and directly in the promotion 
of cinema-going and of "niche" or specialised films. In addition, the very 
effective online content in support of film releases is completely confined to 
major films from US studios. 

•Skills Training 
People are the primary asset of the Malaysian film industry and therefore our 
success depends to a large extent on one factor alone: the calibre of the 
people involved. And their effectiveness depends largely on the value of the 
training and education they receive throughout their careers. 

• Film Appreciation 
Media literacy can be driven by television companies through programming 
and support of public initiatives to develop and grow media literacy in 
Malaysia. 

• Cinema History and Heritage 
Access specifically to educational opportunities relating to history and heritage 
should be a function of a national (Digital) Archive. Broadcasters should 
also take the lead on a progressive approach to rights management for legitimate 
educational use. There is real scope here for a major collaboration with 
the National Film and Television Archive. 

• Excellence through Digital Technology 
Local television has demonstrated, in recent years, how extraordinarily effective 
it can be in driving the take-up of new technologies, notably in relation 
to multimedia content, internet and digital television. Broadcasters are also 
contributing to the education of a generation of people confident in their use 
of digital technologies. But this function could also be further improved by 
connecting with separate but similar initiatives taking place across the country 
(and regionally). Such initiatives should include, for example, the work to 
support the making of digital short films by young people each year. 

Media literacy and skills training are the major priorities. Policies and initiatives focused 
on these two key areas will generate the work required to encompass all the other 
elements discussed earlier. 

So throwing money at the problem will do little, especially if those monies are not 
directed to specific funds and initiatives that are bolstered by a clearly defined national 
film and media policy and framework. The outlook is positive. The fleeting examples 
from Thailand's new cinema are encouraging, the key components for its success being 
narratives told compellingly through the medium of the moving image. 

O G O 
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On a final note, digital imaging technologies are a double-edged sword. They provide 
new capabilities in the planning, execution and final packaging of films, at prices that 
are accessible to greater numbers of filmmakers than ever before. However there is a 
danger that CGI (computer generated imagery) and digital postproduction techniques 
can overly encourage the prolific creation of modern films that are more form than substance. 
The fundamentals of film making can be lost or at the very least be relegated to 
insignificance! Content should come first above all else. 
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National broadcasters as drivers in a merging film industry 

Mr. Lars Feilberg 
Filmberg, Film and Media Counselor, Denmark 

National broadcasters can benefit from engaging actively in the film industry. 
The two national public service broadcasters in Denmark are strongly embedded with 
the Danish film industry.The interaction has benefited the broadcasters as well as the 
film industry. Below I have outlined a number of elements of the synergy. 

Television Drama as Feature Film Blockbusters 

1.Talent exposure 
Having the same talent shift from television drama to feature films has provided the 
film industry with effective selling points in their advertising campaigns, because of 
the enormous exposure talent has on television series. 

2.The Film look 
TV drama has on the other hand improved in quality by using experienced film crews 
for their productions.The often shabby video look has improved by different lighting 
and film production processes in television. Freelancers' fresh blood and new 
perspectives of dealing wi th each project have been dynamic drivers in Danish 
television where one episode last year won an Emmy award. 

3. Writers' playground 
Scriptwriters can easily become cave people living in their own world focusing all 
their energy on one single project. It could become a masterpiece, but a common 
problem is the realism of the dialogue. Television series are incomparable dialogue 
trainers, first of all because of the amount of dialogue required, but also because of 
the short time from writing to seeing the result on screen. 

HIT 
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4. Experience provider 
The synergy of using the same crew for both television and feature film production is 
evident. The film industry gains production speed and flexibility from using the 
television way of thinking. Film crews are kept at work most of the time providing them 
with more experience. 

5. Feature Film Promoter 
Just as talent is creating a selling point for the film industry, broadcasters can also 
function as promoters of feature films. This can be done in several ways, through 
magazine programmes about new film releases or through covering news from the 
film industry. 

Buying TV rights vs. investment 

The engagement of broadcasters can vary from simple acquirement of broadcasting 
rights to investment and co-production. 

1. Pre-sales vs. Ready-made sales 
Acquisitions of ready-made films are always in terms of the market, and free of any 
risk from broadcasters'perspective, because the product has already proven its value. 
On the Danish market, a pre-sale is worth more for the producer even though the 
broadcaster only has a script to rely on.This is normally due to the status of being a 
financing partner of the film. In other cases, the risk sharing will impact negatively on 
the price to be paid up front. 

2. Investment = co-production 
The pre-selling of broadcasting rights is almost mandatory for broadcaster-film 
producer relations, but investment is an issue that has been strongly debated in the 
Danish film industry. 
Broadcasters have an advantageous negotiating position compared to the producer, 
which in a free market situation could position the broadcaster with majority equity 
shares and therefore achieving the executive producer power, 
h a number of European countries the major broadcasters became executive producer 
leaving the production companies as hired help/ line producers. This was a 
disaster leaving the entire development at the hands of a few broadcasters, instead 
of creating a large independent development environment. Having a range of different 
production companies developing new ideas and having the possibility of a 
return on their investment is crucial for a flowering film production environment. 
Broadcaster investment equals co-production, and normally a commissioning editor 
is a co-producer from the part of the broadcaster. 
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3. Motivated for promotion 
As a co-producer, the broadcaster can provide promotion for the release in cinemas, 
and by other possible means.The bigger the success at the box office, the better the 
performance on television. 

4. Broadcaster sales network 
The broadcaster can use its broadcasting network to help pre-sales to other 
broadcasters internationally. Most Danish broadcasters have common interest with other 
broadcasters in neighbouring countries to buy or sell programmes from each other 
or third parties. 

5. The green light effect 
Having a broadcaster as co-producer is also a market signal that, in many cases, can 
facilitate green light funding approvals from funds or other investors. 

6. Profit sharing 
The downside is sharing your profits. In Denmark, broadcasters occupy a secondary 
position in the line of recoupment, but this is due to a political decision. 

7. Too many cooks 
But the worst-case scenario is diverging from project development objectives, 
leaving at least one party dissatisfied.Too many cooks... 

TV is part of the Danish Film Agreement 

Because of the state ownership of the national broadcaster, it was possible to link the 
Media Agreement with the Film Agreement, implementing a minimum involvement 
in the production of feature films and documentaries as well as taking part in the 
development of new talents (new director, producers, writers and other film crew). 
Over a four-year period (same as the Film Agreement), the two national Danish 
broadcasters are obliged annually to pre-buy and invest a certain amount in the 
independent Danish film industry. 

A standard contract was negotiated between the Producers' Association and the 
two broadcasters, w i th the Danish Film Inst i tute as a mediator. The standard 
contract settles most of the legal issues in selling rights and having a broadcaster 
as a co-producer, leaving a little room for price negotiation on a project-by- project 
basis. But the limited number of Danish films produced annually gives a guideline as 
to the average amount paid to each project. This is purely a political decision 
making the broadcaster pay more compared to a free-market negotiat ion. 
The standard agreement has provided a fair and constructive atmosphere in the 
working relationship between producers and broadcasters. And most important of all, 
it has been an important element in the financing of a high number of Danish feature 
films, achieving national market shares not seen since before the days of television. 
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On the need for cooperation between TV and cinema (Danish perspective): 

One of the big tasks for the film industry is the need for unity between the organisations. Broadcasters must be part of this 

channel and they should interact with the film environment. The example was also given of the attempt to make laws for 

broadcasters forced to interact with the film industry: with this media law, the broadcasters pay more money than they 

want to. Most commercial broadcasters agree to adhere with this strict regulation because they believe it to be important 

to be integrated into the new Danish film wave. 

On the importance of broadcasters'partnerships (French perspective): 

Broadcasters in France have been a key financer of the film industry for 20 years. But nothing is sure for the future, because 

before it was a win-win situation. But now with the increase of reality shows, broadcasters do not want to spend so much 

money on films. And now, even if it is a legal reguirement (the fact that they have to participate in the film industry), it is 

still fragile. 

Opponents say that TV producers have formatted films, so that they will also have success when they are broadcast on TV. 

It is right in a way that certain films look like dramas... The story is adapted to fit into prime-time TV, which raises a 

problem for partnership between cinema and TV. Sometimes, it is difficult to see the difference between films and big TV 

productions but this difference is made with CHC. 

There are huge broadcasters in Asia and no possibility for young film producers to get in. There is therefore a need to see 

how the local market is organised, to see how cooperation between TV and cinema can be established. In France, the 

history of the French government is linked to the regulation of the audiovisual/cultural market. It is not new to impose 

rules but public/private broadcasters have to make money from the market. They do not want too expensive products. 

On the European film market: 

Europe is a small market with no common language, so it is hard to compete with the Americans. But funds are here to help 

national movies. It is however interesting to note that the films achieving success abroad in Europe has most of the time a 

high national content (e.g., "Goodbye Lerim","Amelie Poulain'L) 
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